institutions, and whose diseases are not deemed incurable; but, according to a later rescript, in 1772, now also such patients are admitted who are able to pay; the fine paid being different according to the bed, the diet, &c. It is, however, never sufficient to indemnify the institution : it is usually six shillings per week. Incurable patients are never admitted; neither are patients received with the venereal disease, the small-pox, insanity, &c., nor children under the age of seven years. The hospital can contain 350 patients, and the average number of sick who receive relief in it amounts annually to about 3000.
When anybody wishes to be admitted into the hospital, he must be announced at the office of the inspector of the institution, where he either is to deliver a certificate of being indigent, from one of the overseers of the poor, or a signed verification from some other known and trustworthy person, that the requisite money will be paid for the maintenance of the patient in the hospital. The All students are allowed to enter their names with the chief physician or the surgeon as " volontiers ;" and, as such, not only attend his visits at the wards, but take often an active part in the treatment of the patients, and in the keeping of the journals, under the superintendence of the physician or the surgeon.
Every other student, however, has a free admission to the patients during the public visits of the medical officers, which are every morning between seven and eight, and every afternoon between four and five. Most of the students obtain in this manner their practical education at this hospital, without even the least expense to them. Journals of the history and treatment of the diseases are carefully kept in duplo; and the bodies of those dying in the hospitals are for the most part examined, the To this charitable institution also belongs another, for the relief and support of old decrepit people, unable to procure their sustenance. The building for these is entirely separated from the hospital; yet often incurable and quiet patients, and epileptic ones, are removed to it from the madhouse.
From the public hospitals we pass to other charities for the poor, of which we will only give a short account.
It was not before the year 1799 that the manner of taking care of the needy and poor in Denmark was founded upon sound and right principles. There are now twelve overseers of the poor for the twelve counties of Copenhagen; there is likewise a royal board of overseers, which consists of a president and four members, all of whom receive an annual yet small salary. The twelve overseers receive no salary. The total number of poor taken care of is about ten thousand ; a number which readily explains the enormous debt, increasing with every year, which the board has incurred. The receipts are derived from funds supplied by the magistrates, from many legacies, from private beneficence, and from heavy taxes laid upon the inhabitants; but the expenses surpass by far the receipts, insomuch that the expenditure exceeds the income by no less a sum than 150,000 dollars, (15,000/.;) and the whole amount of the debt now is above a million and a half dollars. From this fund the poor and indigent are relieved by alms, good and free lodging, by being furnished with work and tools, by being taken care of when afflicted by diseases, and by getting their children educated at public expense. Public begging is on that account strictly prohibited, and every beggar is immediately arrested.
The metropolis is, as before mentioned, divided into twelve counties, and each has a physician appointed for the benefit of the poor in it. These either call on the physician or are visited by him, and receive medical attendance and medicine gratuitously.
Amongst the many charitable institutions, poorhouses, &c. for the indigent, the following deserve particular notice. 
